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Return Roller 
with discs RLD

Return Roller 
with 1 flat end RL1T

Return Roller 
with 2 flat ends RL2T

Helicoidal Return 
Roller RLH





Technical information

The basic variables in the design of a roller 
are:

- Correct selection of the axle diameter and
bearing: the axle is supported by the structure
upon free supports. The axle, after receiving 
a given load flexes which causes the bearings 
to be misaligned.
A misalignment greater than         10’ shows 
that a roller was not well designed.

-Selection of the tube diameter to limit the 
rotational speed and indentation force. It is 
also necessary to select tubes with minimal 
ovality and imperfections.

-Tight assembly tolerances in order for the 
bearing to function smoothly.
Perfect alignment and concentricity between 
components.

1. Welded steel pipe, cold shaped .
Material 5235JR (other qualities available)
DIN 17100 and ISO 1129 thicknesses.

2. Axle made of C15 or C45.
Chamfered ends to facilitate assembly of the
bearings. ISO h6 or js6 tolerance between 
shaft and bearing.

3. Bearing housing. It is obtained by stamping, 
forging or machining, depending on the 
working application of the roller. Setting 
tolerance on the bearing N7 -M7 .

4. Rigid ball bearings. Bearing cage clearance 
C3/C4. Bearing greased for life.
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5.Patented sealing system. The advanced 
sealing system design allows the bearings to 
be well protected against various 
contaminants such as dust, water, etc., which 
the rollers may come in contact with. The 
system has four protection barriers that 
prevent outside contaminants from entering 
and coming in contact with any of the interior 
working parts. Likewise, the roller contains 
an added protection barrier to guard it 
against internal particles and condensation build up.The retaining baffle geometry allows for air to 
escape out, but stops it from entering because of the differences in air pressure. Moreover, it glides on 
a low friction surface, providing an effortlessly smooth working roller.















The various sealing system designs must pass very stringent dust and water resistance tests before the 
rollers can be released into the market.

Effectiveness of the sealing system











Roller weight Kg/Roller rotating parts weight (Kg).



Roller weight Kg/Roller rotating parts weight (Kg).



Roller weight Kg/Roller rotating parts weight (Kg).

RETURN ROLLER WITH DISCS  RLD

Return roller with discs.



Roller weight Kg/Roller rotating parts weight (Kg).

RETURN DISC ROLLER WITH 1 FLAT END  RL1T

Return roller with 1 flat end.



Roller weight Kg/Roller rotating parts weight (Kg).

RETURN DISC ROLLER WITH 2 FLAT ENDS RL2T

Return roller with 2 flat ends.



Roller weight Kg/Roller rotating parts weight (Kg).






